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nary workman, machinist, chemist, electrician, metallurgist,
foundryman, technician and superintendent-s-i.e., all persons
no.t specificall;yhired to engag~· in {ese"reb and dexelopment
work, tlielaw appears to be clear that, in the absence of an
agreement to that effect, a duty to assign inventions made in
the. course of employment will not be implied. At most, where
the employee, during his hours of employment and working
with his employer's •materials and machines,conceivesand.
perfects aninvention for which he .obtains.a patentvhewould
be required to .accord hit empluyera non-exclnsiveshop-right
o practice the invention. The existence of a shop-right, how

ever, may e gatived by the facts; but in the case ofemploy
ees connected directly with production, i.e., ordinary workmen,
machinists, chemists; electricians, metallurgists, foundryrnen,
engineers, technicians, and superintendents, the evidence point
ing toward a shop-right might be clearer and stronger from the
character of the employment and the duties involved. However,
with respect to title, no duty to assign would be inferred in the
absence of a clear agreementtothat effect. .,,"

. .. With respect to employeess~all}!:...giredto~gagein
research and development, the racts and "W staaces-ineach
c~e)lI the absence--oTJt'Cleiii' llgreement,',£ilL&overn,but it
mayne sma, m genl'ral, that where one is .employed to aevelop
a\Bl'ticular process ormachme tor mimufacturing .a specified
pF$itUCt, title to the resulting invention will be held to be the
property ofthe employer; Inthisconnection, it is.to be noted
that an express agreement by an inventor to assign future"
inventions and patents to his employer will be enforced, pro
vided the agreement is expressed in clear and. unequivocal
terms and. is. not of such a nature as to .be contrary to
policy because it is either, in effect, in restraint of trade or
mortgage on the whole future output of a man's. brain."
even in a case where an agreement seemingly covers
inventions and patents in gross, but the object of the agreement
is to safeguard a particular business, or where the inventor
connected in "business with the "Party to whom the assignment

,to run, or is interested in the profits arising from the bUlsirles,



in which the invention issued, such an agreement will be
upheld.

Various questions arise fromtil11e totime between employer
and employee affecting the rights in and title tcjnventions
conceived in the course of employment. Such questions usually

arise where the employment is general and makes no reference .)••.•.•......
to the subject of inventionsatall, or where .there is. a hiring to •..
do research and development .workand dispute arises as to
whether title to a particular invention developed is in the
employee or employer-:i At the outset, it .should be noted that
courts are reluctant to divest an inventor. of title to his inven-

. tion and will not imply a duty to assign to his employer, in the
absence ofexpress agreement to that effect, where the contract
of employment is either silent on the subject or there is lacking
that clarity and definiteness of intention which the courts. insist
upon before implying a duty to assign. As was stated by the
United States Supreme Court in the case of United States v
Dubilier Condenser Corp.: 10

Thereluctance of courts to imply or infer an agreement by the
employee to assign .his patent -is due to a recognition of'. the
peculiar nature of theact ofinvention, which consists neither in
finding out the laws of nature, nor in fruitful research as to the
operation of natural laws, but in discovering how those laws may
be utilized or applied for some beneficial purpose, by a process, a
device or a machine. It is the result of an inventive act, the birth
of an idea and its reduction to practice; the product of original
thought; a concept demonstrated to be true by practicalapplica
tion or. embodiment intangible form.... Though the mental
concept is embodied or realized in a mechanism or a physical or
chemical aggregate, the embodiment is not the invention and is
not the subject of a patent. This distinction between the idea and
its application in practice is the basis of the rule that employment
merely to design or to construct or to devise methods of manu
facture is not the same as employment to.invent. Recognition of
the nature of the act ofinvention also defines the limits of the so-
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10. United States vDubilier Con
denser Corp., 289 US 178, 77 L Ed
1114, 53 S Ct 554, 17 USPQ 154, 85
ALR 1488 (1933). Note also,
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Bandag, Inc. v Morenings, 259 Iowa
998, 146.NW2d 916, 152 USPQ 353
(1966).
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called shop-right, which shortly stated, is that "",,,ca
during. his hours of employment, working mastertc.:
materials and appliances, conceives and perfects an invention for
which he obtains apatent,hemustaccord his master a non
exclusive right to practice .the invention, McClurg.v Kingsland.ij'-
How 202; 'Solomons v UnitedStates, 137 US 342; Lalle& Bodley . . "
Co. v Locke, 150 US. 193.. This is an application .0Lequitable
principleaBince J!1eservant uses~hismaster's time, facilities and'
materials to attain--jf'concrete result.i-the latter is in. equity
entitled to use that- which eIIlbodies his own property and to
duplicate it as-often ashe may find occasion to employ similar
appliances in his business. But the employer in such a case has
no equity to demand a conveyance of the invention, which is the
original conception of the employee alone, in which the employer
had. no part, This remain~theproperty of him who conceived it,
together with the right conferred by the patent, to exclude all
others than the employer from the accruing benefits.!'

On the other hand, where there is an oral or .written
agreement governing the situation, it is well settled that an
express agreement by an inventor to assign to his employer his
inventions and patents is validand will be specifically enforced
by the courts. The qualification to which this general statement
is subjecj, is that the agreement to assign must be expressed in
Clear and' unequivocal terms and further that it must not be of
such nature as to be contrary to public policy because it is
either, in effect, in restraint of .trade, or "a mortgage on
whole future output of a man's brain.?"

The problems discussed in this section concern the rights of
an employer iii inventions made by its employees in the course
of their employment; the employees being classified in
following broad Classes:

[1]. Officers, directors, superintendents, general' arid miscellane
ous employees.

[II]. Employees connected directly with production.' as' ordi
c pary workmen, machinists, chemists, .electricians.vmetallurgists,

foundrymen, engineers, technicians, and.superintendents, -etc.
[III]. Employees specifically hired to engage in research and

11. 289 US at 188-189, 17 USPQ 12. Aspinwall Mfg. Co. v Gill, 32
at 158. ,F697 (1887, CC NJ).
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vineing proof that; (1) the invention
.was conceived by the employee while
in the employ .of .. the -employer; _. . 
(2) the assigoment was governed by a
valid, binding,·- and enforceable con
tract.-unambiguous in its _terms-so as
to warrant specific performance; . . .
and (3) all conditions and covenants
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13. Pressed SteelCar Co. v Han
sen,. 128 F 444, (1904, CC Pal. See
also, ..·-Mosser Industries, Inc. -.y
Hager, 200 USPQ 608 (1978, Pa CP)
(Uln an- equitable action to compel
the assignment of an invention of an
employee to _the .employer, the em
ployer must show by clear and con-

development work or to discover and develop a specific inven
tion.

Incons!dering the problelms, there must be. bornein.mind the ••~••••.••••••.
distinction betweenactualtitle to the invention in question and.
the acquisition by the employer of a mere shop-right or
nonexclusive license to practice. the invention without paying
therefor.

As to the first class of employees under consideration, the
mere existence of the employer-employee relationship would
confer no title on the employer to inventions made .in the

. course of employment. At the most the employer might acquire
a shop-right or nonexclusive license to practice the invention, if
the evidence showed that. the invention •was made during •the
employer's time with the use of his materials andfacilities and
that the employee acquiesced in or is. estopped to deny such
shop-right. However, the existence of even a shop-right may be
negatived. by the particular facts.

As to the second class of employees, much the same consid
erations apply as already indicated in connection with the first
class. In the second class, the evidence pointing towards a
shop-right might be clearer and stronger, fr0tfi the character of
the employment and the duties involved; but again, with
respect to title, no duty to assign title would be inferred in the
absence ofa clear agreement to this effect.

With respect to the third class of employees, the difficulty
would arise not so much .in connection with the. shop-right.. but
in COlnnecttion wtth titlethto theilnventioAnand tdhe. dutYlofd~he r
emp oyee 0 assign. to e emp oyer. s state m a ea mg
case," the "obligation of an employee to assign to an employer.



an invention madeIn the course of his employment does not
arise from the existence of the relation of employeeand
employer alone, but there must be iIi'irdOitiona contract to
assign." Whether a research and development employee, in the
absence of an express agreement to assign, would .be required
by the. courts to assign, would depend in every in.sta.nce.•.upon
the particular task to Which he was assigned and' the. specific
facts and circumstances involved. ' -: ~

In •. view. ofthese .• general •observations, certain decisiolls •will
now be discussed to indicate when, if at all, an agreement to
assign will be implied;" the type of employment agreement
which will be enforced and the extent of the right conferred by
such agreements; and.. in the absence of an express agreement
governing inventions, when a shop-right will be implied.

It may be noted that the principles governing title to inven
tions as between employer and employee are. generally not
affected by the nature of the employment, i.e., whether the
inventor be an ordinary workman, machinist, electrician, metal
lurgist, .foundryman, engineer, technician,or superintendent, or
stockholder, director, officer or other operating head. The
exception seems to arise only where,. as in the case ofan official
of a corporation, a fiduciary or trust relationship may
implied so that, under such circumstance, title which ordinarily
would remain in the employee, is held to be in the-employer
because of such fiduciary or trust relationship. Such a situation
was involved in the case of Dowse v Federal Rubber Co.,"
which suit involved the validity of and title to a patent issued
upona method of reinforcing rubber tires, made while plaintiff.
was employed by defendant company. The facts. showed that
Dowse, president and.general manager of the FederalRubber
Co., did not expressly contract as a part of his duties with the
corporation to design new tires; but on the other hand the
court said:- "The all-important question is Dowse's relation to
the tire-manufacturing business. If he was only a hired man,
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14. Dowse v Federal Rubber Co.,
2~4 F308 (1918, DGIll).
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concerning the.assignment were ful
filled.").
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15. Diversey Corp. v Mertz, 13 F Supp 410, 415 (1936, DC Ill).

taking orders as to his work from another officer or.employee,
the invention belonged to him,leaving only an implied)icense
or shop right to the. corporation, and this right was only
personal to it, incapable of being assigned.. . ." But, the court
continued, even if Dowse did not expressly contract as a part of
his duties to design new tires,"if he did so agree insubstance,
and was more than a mere employee, havingthe mainresponsi
bility to make the business successful, then he should be
compelled to assign the patent... ' . So the real test is whether
Dowse occupied such.a relation to the corporation that he was
its alter ego, in such capacity that it is only consistent with
good faith that he should recognize its ownership of the patent
issued to him." (Author's Italics.) The court further found that
Dowse was not a mere employee, under the direction of a
superior officer; that during the whole period in question he
was president and general manager and one of its directors;
that he was practically the corporation, taking orders from no
one. His position was that ofa "quasi trustee, such as to make
it dear that the patent was taken out by him for the corpora
tion. . . . Here the patent involved the very life of the corpora
tion. It was developed by the whole corporate force as some
thing absolutely necessary, under the supervision of the presi
dent, who was straining every nerve to makegood.... Under
the circumstances it would be grossly inequitablefor plaintiff to
retain title. . . ." .

In Diversey Corp, v 'Mertz," which was a suit for infringe
mentagainst defendant, a former vice president and general
sales manager of .plaintiff, the court found that Mertz was a
fiduciary agent of plaintiff and under the facts in the case was
held to be a constructive trustee for plaintiff of any patent if he
made the invention thereof. In its opinion, the court said:- "In
the present case Mertz was Vice President and general man
ager. He knew plaintiff's needs and wants. He had discussed
with his superiors and associates the marketability of a cheap
noncorrosive detergent for tin. . . . These facts indicate clearly

§ 19:46TITLE



recognition upon his part that the property rights in the.
invention were those for whom. he was fiduciary. agent." The'
same general equitable principle is stated in Baker Oil Tools,
Inc. v Burch, 16 and National Wire Bound BoxCo.:v Healy," .
although those cases are notconcerned with situations involv-
ing employer and employee, .but with license agreements.In the
case of Melin .v United States," the courtsaid:.··Inasi~uation

where it appears that an employer made a substantial invest
ment in an invention conceived by an employee, and that. the
inventor consented to •the employer's use of the invention, the
employer has a shop right in the invention. This is so even
though the invention was .conceived on the employee's.own
time."

While the facts and circumstances in each particular case will
govern the decision, it may be said, in. general.that where one
is employed to develop a particular process or machinery for~

manufacturing a specified product, title to the resulting inven-\f\.,
tion will be held to be the property of theeInployer. Such a
situation was involved in Standard Parts CO'. ll Peck, 19 which
involved a SPpfqct. with an employee wherebythe employee
agreed "tt"devoteh'is time to the development of a process and
machinery for, the production of the front spring now used on
the product ofvthe Ford Motor Company. First party is to pay
second party. for such services the sum of $300pernlOnth."
While it is to be noted that there was nothing in thecontracl .• ·~
which stated whose property the "process andmachinery'twere..
to be when developed, the court said: "The answer would seem
inevitableand .resistless-of him who engaged the services and.
paid for them, they being his inducement and compensation,
they being not for temporary use but perpetual use, aprgyjsion

. fora business, a facility in it and an asset of it,""theref6re,
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18. Melin v United States, 177
USPQ 580 (I973,Ct CI).

19. Standard Parts Co.v Peck. 264
US 52, 59-60, 68 L Ed 560, 44.S a
239, 32 ALR 1033 (1924).
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16. Baker Oil Tools, Inc. v Burch,
71 F2d 31, 21 USPQ 289 (1934,
CAW Okla).

17. National Wire Bound Box Co.
v Healy, 189 F 49 (1911, CA7 Ind).
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contributing to it whether retained or sold:' Dinwiddie " St.
Louis &O'FailonCoaICo.,'" involved a Suit by the company
against Dinwiddie, Cuno, Bashioum •et aI., to determine ' its
rights to certain patents.. •Decree vested the plaintiff with full
and equitable title, to the patents involved. The plaintiff had
entered into .an agreement with certain Kerns relating to their
processes fOI the production of various materials and by-prod
ucts by low-temperature distillation of coal. Defendant Dinwid
die had been employed by the Busch interests, affiliated with
plaintiff, •in various •• capacities, and' was asked to report upon
the feasibility of making the Kerns connection.iand.it was upon
his favorable report that the agreements with the Kerns were
entered into.' Since the Kerns did not possess the mechanical I
manipulative knowledge essential.in demonstrating practical
theories, and upon. Dinwiddie's recommendationvhe was autho-,'
rized to associate with him in the work of developing the
Kerns' processes the defendant Dr.ChariesW. Cuno, ,an I
engineer of the Industrial Bureau of St. Louis and Dr. Harrison I
Bashioum, a chemical engineer and head of the Chemical .']
EngineeringDepartment of the University of Pittsburgh. Vari- I'
ous experiments were carried onandcertain discoveries were
made, and patents applied for in the name of Dinwiddie, Cuno, I·,

and Bashioum; the, expenses thereof were paid by plaintiff and
the application prepared by plaintiff's attorney. Thereaftervthe I
defendants or anized .c or tionoftheirown and assigned I
theif" rig sunder the patents to this cor oration, e court I
de id e eVI ence, the conduct of t e det.mdants I,'

)

' was such that they only conceived the idea of making their ,

•••'~~~ve~est~o]~te;:so;Z;;att~~m~:~~: .v~~:.I~~~o~~~~d~~i
t the~said: "The relationship existing between the three

defendants and the plaintiff was one that demanded of the
defendants the utmost good faith with respect to the work for
which they were employed and they could acquire no rights to
the patents in question."

20. Dinwiddie v St, Louis & O'Fallon Coal·Co., 64 F2d 303(1933, ,CA4
Md).
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The right of an employer to the invention of his employee
springs from the contract of employment.' The employer and
the employee may contract as they wish.' .1;..•....

.Ap.arol agreement to assign the right to obtain a patent for
an invention is valid, and, when established by sufficient proof
may be specifically enforced by a court of equity.'

Tennessee Copper & Chemical 'Corp. v Msrtin,' involved a
suit to compel. assignment .of title .• to certain. inventions.
defendant, a consultingengineervwas employed by plaintiff to
make researches and experiments and to devise a new method
of separation of phosphate rock; his compensation was at a
fixed per diem rate; and if the research resulted in if patentable
process, the agreement made arrallgement for a total compensa
tion of not less than $5,000. and notmore than $10,0.0.0.:

The defendant, having entered into an agreement with the
plaintiff under which the defendant conducted research work and
created inventions,and the agreement providing that the result of
the work was to belong to the employer, the plaintiff is entitled
to have the two original applications for patents, filed as afore
said, assigned to it. . .. The defendant engaged for the specific
purpose rof making research and investigation to develop a
phosphate rock separating process, as. an employee of the plain
tiff, if without a specific agreement as to the plaintiff being
entitled to the result of the employment, his inventions would
nevertheless vestin the ptaintiff,who, under these circumstances,
is entitled to have an assignment of the inventions evolved during
such employment."

I

~;%~~n.t~:se:;:6yd:gt; t~~hp'r~~u~~ ~r.V?
of the "inventive genius -of',the em- ~,:

ployee. Rather, it depends upon .the
terms of the particular,contract of
employment.").

5. Pressed Steel Car Co. v riansen.
128 F 444 (1904,CC
Dueber Watch Case
US 315, 37
(1893).
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1. .Tennessee Copper & Chemical
Corp: v Martin, 4 F Supp 38, 14
USPQ 152 (1932, DeNJ).

2. 4 FSupp at 43.

3., Amoco Production 'Co.'. v Lind
ley, 609 P 2d 733, 208USPQ 513
(1980, Okla).

4. Keller v Clark Equipment Co.,
210 USPQ 742 (1981, DC ND) ("As
a general rule the law does not re
gard the ordinarycontractofem~
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In general, an agreement to assign future inventions upon a
particular machineior device! .wiIlbe specifically enforced,
provided the agreement is not in restraint of trade and not "a
mortgage. on the whole future output of a man's brain". And
even in a case where the agreement seemingly covers future
inventions, applications and patents in gross, but the object
the~greemen~istosafeg~ard ar:-E.artic~larb,!!Sitwss,-cer where
the mventor IS connected...in-business wIth the party to whom
th~gnment.iUD....r,ull,--Ol:jS-cinterested-i_the-protits •• arising
wm the J?!!R~S .i!L-lYhich the invention issued, suchan·
agreemenLwillbe upheld,~.~
~er to illustrate the foregoing general statement, several

specific sets of facts will be discussed to indicate the attitude of
the courts. Examples of agreements which have been sustained
will now be considered.

A. O. Smith Corp. v Petroleum Iron Works Co.,' was an
action for damages, for the appropriation of secret processes
obtained from plaintiff's former. employee. Contention ,was
made that the contract of employment, under which the em
ployeeagreed not to divulge any information received by him
during his confidential relationship to the plaintiff, was invalid
because, being one of many similar contracts made by the
plaintiff with its, engineers, it was unlawful as in restraint of
trade. Thecourt said "It is only necessary to say that contracts
of this character have frequentlybeen enforced."

Suit to compel specific performance of an agreement to
assign "any future formulas, inventions,. or improvements. upon,
any formula or invention, whether patentable or otherwise, in,
upon, or pertaining to dispersing agents, or in means for
obtaining colloidal substances" was involved in U.S. Colloid

.Mill Corp. v Myers.' The plaintiff was held entitled to the
assignment of applications dealing with chemical inventions,
despite the fact that in one application, defendant had incorpo-
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6. A. O. Smith Corp. v Petroleum
Iron Works Co., 73 F2d 531, 24
USPQ 183 (I934,CA6 Ohio).
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7. U. S. Colloid Mill Corp. v
Myers, 6 F Supp 283, 290, 21 USPQ
441 (1934, DC NY).
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A naked assignment .or agreement to assign, irrgross, .a rnan's
future labors as .an author, or ,'inventor,-in-other.-wonjs,a
mortgage on a man's brain, to bind all its future products,--does
not address itself favorably to our consideration. But where
a man .purchases a particular machine, secured .by a patent, and
open to an indefinite line of improvements, it is often of great
consequence to him that he should have the benefit of anyfuture
improvements that may be made. to it. Without that, the whole
value of the thing may be taken away from him the next day.
. . . And hence it has become the practice in many cases, to
stipulate for all future improvements that may be made by the
same inventor upon any particular machine which he induces a
party to purchase from him, sometimes by way of license to use
such ,improvements, and sometimes.byway of purchase •and
ownership thereof. Where the inventor is connected

rated certain mechanical elements, the court holding that it did
not have the duty ofseparating the chemical from the rnechani
cal features. The court said: "There is no effective waY: of
assuring to the plaintiff the enjoyment of what indisputably is
its property, in his own right, unless what has been inextricably.,
commingled with it also goes to the plaintiff." As to certain

'<purely, mechanical -patents, the • court held . thatcthevword.
','means" ,used in the phrase in the contract reading "in,upon,
or pertaining to dispersing agents, orjn means, forobtaining
colloidal-substances" did not cover .such purely mechanical
inventions. In •deciding this case the court said: ~Whena

plaintiff ele~~~...!S'o.£ursue th,!'U:l;.IJ1e.dy_of-speciJlc-perfofmance"
nqnilonin:foes he take over the burde!l.Qf establishing his cause
of.action by clear and satisfactQ!:yevidenc,e, but also lays down.- . . . ~~-_.." . .

the rule that in the interpretation of the contract itself it must
be.:cle1!r:t'Q:1[··miiILQCcO::IJll!lI.l!)~.~i!fierstanding that it was the
purpose of)he contract to include the particular thing which
theCpraInti"if~eeks .t() have the court award to him,"

Assignment of certain patents together with the phrase "with.
all the improvements I may hereafter make, without further
cost" was construed by the court in Aspinwall Mfg. Co..• v
Gill. 8
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9. 32F at 700-701. Mfg. Co" 72 F2d 385 (1934, CA7
10•. Guth v Minnesota Mining &Wis).
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with the party making such stipulation, or is interested in the
profits arising from the business in which the invention is used,
the arrangement seems to be altogether unobjectionable. But such
a connection or interest .does not seem to be necessary to the
validity of such bargains. If based upon a valuable consideration,
they. are sustained as collateral or incidental stipulations . con
nected with the conveyances of a principal subject.'

The courts hold that •the public policy is to encourage
invention rather than to hinder it, and where a contract
employment obligated an individual to assign all
which he may at any time hereafter make or conceive,
solely: or jointly with others, and not confined to the subject
matter to which the employee was to direct his attention while
employed, but extended to any business in which a company
might be concerned, such a provision is held against public
policy and will not be enforced. Such apravision was involved
in the.case of Guth v Minnesota Mining & Mfg. CO.,lO which
was an action to compel the execution of an application for a
patent. Guth was a chemical engineer, more or less successful
in research work.rand, as stated by the court, prepared to
devote his life to discoveries of value to industry. He was
employed as a chemical engineer in the plaintiff's research
laboratory. His assignment was to solve the problem presented
by the laminating or tearing of paper tape when being unwound
from.a roll. The contract of employment. obligated. him to
assign: "All inventions which I may at any time hereafter make
or conceive, either solely or jointly with others, relating to
abrasive, adhesive or related materials, or to any business in
which said company during the period of my employment by
said company or by its predecessor or successor in business, is
or may be concerned." The court found that under the contract
Guth was bound to assign all discoveries by him made wher
ever employed, and that the effect of the contract would be
virtually to close the doors of other employment to him. Since

. the agreement was not limited in point of time and was not
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confined to the subject matter to which he was to direct his
attention while employed, the court refused. to uphold the
agreement as against public policy. .

As noted hereinbefore, so reluctant are the courts to divest.
. an inventor of title to the invention that in order to sustain
decree of specific performance, the. contract governing the
agreement to assign must be not only clear and unambiguous,
but the evidence in relation to acts alleged to havebeendone
under it and necessary to give it effect, should be clear and
convincing. . • •.. •.. ..• ....•• . .

In.Monsanto .Chemical Works.· v Jae~er, U suit was brought
for specific performance. of two written contracts,one relating
to sulphuric acid and the other to phthalic anhydride.' The
plaintiff owned and operated two manufacturing plants, at one
of which sulphuric acid was manufactured and phthalic anhy
dride at the. other. Defendants were experienced chemists and
inventors and discoverers of certain processes and contact
masses for the manufacture of sulphuric acid and phthalic
anhydride. Agreements were entered into covering. the purchase
by the company of the exclusive rights to use the processes and
contact masses and all the,.United States and foreign patents,
when and as issued. Each agreement consisted of two parts,
designated respectively as an "option agreement" and a "pur
chase agreement". In the option agreements.. the company .was
given the right to investigate the processes and contact masses
to determine whether they were satisfactory. For thispurpose
the chemists agreed, in the sulphuric acid contract; to . start
immediately the preparation. of their contact masses in .the
laboratories of the company •. and diligently proceed. with the
work until a sufficient amount of the contact mass or masses
had been prepared for the company's semi-commercial test.
During the. time for preparation of such contact mass or
masses, the company agreed to pay the chemists a fixed salary
per month and designated expenses. This salary, if the company
exercised its option of.purchase,was to be deducted from

11. Monsanto Chemical Works v Jaeger, 31 F2d 188 (1929, DC Pal·
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royalty payments due under the purchase agreement. The
company agreed to furnish the chemists a laboratory ·for
preparation of the contact masses and testing the sameand to
supply, at its ownexpense,such smallequipment and supply of
chemicals as were reasonably required. A periodoffour months
was given for the delivery of the contaft .mass to the company
for its semi-commercial test. At the time of such delivery, the
chemists were. to furnish the company full data for. calculating
the cost of manufacture on a commercial scale, etc. Very
generally stated.i thechemists proceeded under the sulphuric
acid contract, and the company exercised its option; but the
phthalic anhydride contact was not carried into effect, and the
company gave no notice of its intention to accept the option of
the purchase. Each party. attributed to the other the failure to
consummate the agreement. In the suit, the principal dispute
arose over what the chemists undertook to sell and the com
pany to buy under the contract. Plaintiff claimed that the
contract covered all masses and processes then invented and
discovered, including those resulting from the research work
which the chemists had carried out and reported at. the. plain
tiff's laboratory in auticipation of the acceptance of the option.
The defendants claimed thatthe contract granted rights only to
those inventions which existed when the contract was made,
contained no covenants as to future inventions, covered only
inventions and not ideas unreduced. to practice, and further
covered only inventions "concerning contact masses for sul
phuric acid" and "processes for manufacturing such contact
masses". In solving the controversy, the court enunciated
certain Well-established principles:

Where silE?fic performance is songht, vague or indefinite terms
cannot be supplanted by clear and definite ones through forced
or strained construction. Equity will lend its aid only in enforc
ing those terms which the parties themselves have made clear
and definite. . . . Where specific erformance is so.ughL"of a
contract, the burden of esta "- . and cer
taI~tract rests on him who seeks performance. . . .
T~sentions' does not include mere conceptions of the i
fnventor, ideas unreduced to pract~e. This is conspicuously true
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when used in connection with patents and patent applications
therefor. "A conception of the mind is not-an invention until
represented in some physical form, and unsuccessful experiments
or projects, abandoned by the' inventor, .are equally destitute. of .
that character. These propositions have been so often reiterated
as to .be elementary." . , . Presumptively econtrect for the sale
ofinventions grants rights only to thoseinventionswhich existed
when.the contract was made. If the parties intend to contract fat
future inventions, language plainly .. expressive. qfsuch, purpose
must appear. There is no principle of law which holds that one
who has sold an article impliedly agrees thereby that he will not
compete with the purchaser in the sale of the same or similar
articles, or will not produce or sell anything that may serve as
substitute therefor. ... A .naked assignment or agreement to
assign, in gross, a man's future labors as an author or inventor__
in other words, a' mortgage' on a man's brain" to bind all his
future products-does not address itself favorably to our consid
eration. (Justice Bradley in Aspinwall v. Gill (e.C.) 32 F. 697.)
"The law does not look with special favor on such covenants."
(Author's Italics.)12

Examining the contracts under consideration in the light of the
foregoing principles, the court found that the recitals indicated
that the parties were speaking of present inventions. When'
attention was directed to the clause in the contract reading:

The chemists will, at the request of the company, carry outany
additional research work which the parties agreeis necessary to
allow the, filing of their patent applications to properly protect
their mutual interests.iand it is agreed that. the cost of such
research work shall be paid by the company.", the court stated
that nowhere in the agreement was there a covenant to file patent
applications on future inventions; that such intention, had it
existed,.could have been expressed; and that "the authorities
establish that, where such is the purpose of theparties,the
intention must appear in clear and explicit language.

The use of language, such as "inventions they have made or
may hereafter make", would have removed the questionen
tirely from the realm of argument. No evidence appeared of
any agreement between the parties that any further research .

12.31 F2d at 191.
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work was necessary or of any request of the company to carry
out any such additional work. The express purpose of the
additional research work, the court found,. was "toallow the
filing of their patent applications" and "to> properly protect
their mutual interests." The court stated that the mutual
interests could not be broader or more comprehensive than the
mutual obligationsunder the contracts in question, and con
cluded:

In view of the repeated expressions of the courts that covenants
tending toward a restraint on the future work orinventivegenius
ofman.are not looked upon with favor, that when such purpose
exists. it is easy to express such intention, and that when specific
performance of a contract is sought, it must rest on precise terms
and certainty of contract, I am wholly unable to construe the
covenant in question as imposing an obligation on the chemists
to assign their future inventions, or as a guaranty to the company
against future competition by the use of some catalyst unthought
of when the contract was signed. It surely would be impossible to
base specific performance on a contract so vague and indefinite.IS

It is to be noted that certain inventions were made by the
chemists while they were upon the plaintiff's premises, and with
the laboratory facilities, materials, funds, and property of the
plaintiff. While the court conceded that the plaintiff could claim
no proprietary interest in the inventions, in the absence of
express agreement to that effect, it did give plaintiff a shop
right to use what was actually built on its premises, and a shop
right to use certain processes which were developed on its
premises, and at least partially at its expense and which the
chemists allowed the company to use.

Dalzell v Dueber Watch Case Mfg. CO.,14 involved a .suit for
specific performance of an oral agreement, alleged to have been
made by one Dalzell ;nile in the company's employ, to ass1gn
to the company the right to obtain patents for his inventions in
tools for making parts of watch cases. The court stated that
upon the question as to whether the contract in question was

TITLE
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made, the testimony of the employee and of the president
principal stockholder. of the company was in irreconcilable
conflict. Dalzell was a skilled workman in the manufactureof
various parts.of watch cases and was first employed by 'the.:
company as. arr electroplater and gilder •and then in its tool
factory at a weekly wage. The company relied principally on
conversations between the employee and the presidentof'the
companyatthe time of raising Dalzell's wages. The.conver~a-

tions were along the line that if Dalzell's wages were raised, the
improvements he would. make. thereafter would justify the
increase; butthe court said: "This testimony tends to show no
more than that Dalzell expressed a confident belief that, if his
wages should be raised, the improvements which he would
make during the coming year would justify the increase. It has
no tendency to prove any such promise or contract as alleged
in the bill, or any other promise or. contract On Dalzell'S part."
After stating that a manufacturing corporation, which has
employed a skilled workman, for a stated compensation, to take
charge ofits works, and to devote his time and •services to
devising and making improvements in articles there manufac-.. .(.
tured, is not entitled to a conveyance ot atems o1;tainedfor
inven IOns rna ebyhim while so employed.' in the absence of
express agreement to that effect, the court said:

..........Bearing in mind that th~rewas no proof whatever of/any
previous agreement> between the parties on .the subject, the
contract as alleged in the bill and testified to by Dueber, by
which Dalzell is said to have voluntarily offered, with no other
motive than to prevent workmen from injuring the Dueber
Company. by communicating the inventions to rival companies.
and for no other consideration than the payment by theiDueber
Company of the expenses of obtaining patents, and. without
himself receiving any consideration, benefit or reward, lind with,
out the company's even binding itself, for any fixed time, to pay
him the increased wages, or to keep him in its service, is of itself
highly improbable; and it may well be doubted whether, if such a
contract weresatisfactorily proved to have been made, a court of
equity would not consider it too unconscionable a one betWeen
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16. Texas Co. v Gulf Refining ce.,
26 F2d 394 (1928, CAS Tex).
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employer and employed to be specifically enforced in favor of the
former against the latter."

Under the circumstances. the Court .refused to find that the
alleged contract had been so clearly and satisfactorily proved as
to justify a decree for specific. performance.. It .is to be
that the court stated that whether the company, by
the relations and transactions bet\Veen the parties, had an
implied license to use the patents in question, was not presented
by the record in-the case, but could be raised in
proceedings.

TexssCo.w GulfRefining CO.,16 involved.a suit for infringe
ment of U. S. Patent No. 1,424,574, for a process for convert
ing, by the use of aluminum chloride, high-boiling petroleum
oils into low-boiling products, including gasoline, which had
issued to the defendant as the assignee of one McAfee. Plaintiff
claimed beneficial ownership of the patent in suit on the .ground
that, at the time of the making of the invention, Mcafee was
its employee, under a contract express or implied, by which
plaintiff was entitled to the results of his work including any
invention made by him during his employment; and in the
alternative, if there was no such express or implied agreement,
then by r;;asonol the nature and character of Mcafee's
employment,' he held in trust for plaintiff any invention he
made while engagedm. suchemployment,alfectingtheproblem
ofproducing gasolinefrom petroleum.

The facts showed that McAfee became an. employee of
plaintiff Soon after he obtained a degree of Doctor of Philoso
phy in chemistry from Columbia University. For some time,he
was engaged in routine testing of petroleum and greases at
Bayonne, N. J. He was later transferred to plaintiff's laboratory
in Texas, wherehissuperior was one Gray, and pursuant to
Gray's orders, McAfee engaged in experimental work. Thereaf
ter, Gray made application for a patent fora process for
making gasoline by the use of aluminum cloride, and upon



learning of this, McAfee protested to Gray because his, IYlC.A.t
ee's, name was not included in the application. .MaAfee also
complained to the vice president and manag:fO[ plaintiff's
refining depaItment. But McAfee obtained no recognition by
his employer of his claim, and thereafter .resigned and became .
an employee of the Gulf Co., assigning to it his rights in the
invention and making application for patent thereon. The
Patent Officed~claredan interference between thepate?ts first
issued to Gray and McAfee's application. ·.• After a long drawn .
out contest, McAfee was declared the inventor, and the patent .
issll~d to him. Throughout the contest,plaintiffurgedthat
Gray was !he inventor of the process, and not McAfee. Atno.
time, did plaintiff urge that if McAfee was .the inventor,
plaintiff was the equitable owner of the invention because of
McAfee's relation to it at the time of the invention.' In a letter
written to defendant by plaintiff's president before. the c0n.test
was terminated, he had stated: "I am not unmindful of the fact
that, even if both of the pending cases are decided adversely to
the. Texas Company, it will, nevertheless, retain a shop right or
non-exclusive license under the McAfee patents, inasmuch as
McAfee's work wasdone while he was in theTexasCompany's
employ." In the present case, as so· often happens in suits of
this nature, there was the usual conflicting evidence as to the
nature of Mcafee's duties with plaintiff; In its opinion, the
court said:

The claim asserted by appellant was thatIn equity it was the
owner of the invention or discovery in question, because of the
inventor's relation to it as its employee at the time the patented
process: was discovered.:If, .in making-that-inv~ntion. or discovery,
McAfee did what he waS employed aM oaid by appellant to do,
appellant was the be'iieficial owner of the invention or discovery.
Standard Parts Co. v Peck, 264 US 52, 44S Ct 239,68 Led 560,
32 ALR 1033. But the mere fact that McAfee was an employee
at the time he discovered the patented process did not make his
employer the owner of that process. An independent invention,
made by one while acting as another's employee, not due to any
suggestion made by the employer, belongs to the inventor,
though the employer may be entitled to a shop right or license to
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use the invention because of the inventor making use of his
employer's tools or facilities in perfecting the invention and
putting it into practice.'?

In denying ·lo the plaintiff the beneficial ownership of the
invention in suit, the court took the. position. that plaintiff's
stand throughout the interference contest was inconsistent with
any recognition of McAfee as the inventor; that its conduct
amounted toa representation .that its claim to ownership ofthe..
invention was based on the claim that Gray was the inventor
and not McAfee. The court held also that plaintiff's delay-a
period of some nine years-in asserting its claim against the

. defendant, also estopped it from now successfully asserting such
claim.

As further illustrative of the strict construction given to
contracts to assign inventions, reference is made to the case. of
Joliet Mfg. Co. v Dice,": where the contract in question reads:

Articles of agreement entered into between Joliet Mfg. Co. of
Joliet, III., and Andrew F.. Dice . . . The said A. F. Dice agrees
to work for the Company named fora period of five years from
the first to the 15th of November next,in such capacity pertain"
ing to the manufacture of shellers and powers and disposing of
the same, as the Company may consider for their bestinterests,
as may be assigned by the president of the Company; that he will
work for the best interests of the Company in every way that-he
can, and in whatever way such aid can be given shall belong to
the Company-that is, improvements that he lllaymake or cause
to be made. For which services the Joliet Mfg. Co. agrees to pay
the said A.F. Dice.. .

A few months after Dice entered. the employ of plaintiff, he
improved a machine on "check rowers" (for planting corn).
The court held that Dice was entitled to his •• patent. on .the
check rowers, stating:

Where a mechanic, in laboring for an employer in the construc
tion of a machine, invents a valuable improvement,. the invention
is the property of the inventor and not of the employer . . .
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nothing short of a clear and specific contract to that effect
vest the property of the invention in the employer to
exclusioniof the employee ..••.. (the) words (in the CQIllflICt)1
clearly have reference only to the improvementsto be made
'shellersandpowers' and have no reference to "check rowers."

In White. HeetProducts-Co. v Thomes," .. an employment
contract agreeing to tum over all inventions relating to "bricks,'
stone products.iearthenwareproducts, andcollateralproducts",

. the company being engaged in the making of building materi-
als.was held not to include a composition abrasive wheel tobe
used for-grindingIron, .steel and other hard-metals; invented
during the employment but-independently,

In Detroit Testing Laboratory .v Robison," the inventor was
employed as an expert chemist and analyst under a written
agreement to devote his entire time and attention to the
development and supervision of the dairy and food department
of the commercial testing laboratory. While so employed,but
through outside incentive he developed a coffee-seasoning pro
cess. The court held that although the work was done in the
testing laboratory, title to the invention was inthe employee. In
Sharples v McCornack, I. the defendant was employed by plain
tiff during two periods Of time, between which. there was a
period when he was not so employed and during. which latter
period he madecertainjnventions, During his employment he.
was under contract to assign inventions to his employer, but
the. court held the contract of employment could not be
expanded to cover inventions made during the time when he
wasnot so employed. .

In the Jamesburycase' the court clearly expressed the "shop
right" doctrine saying: "The common law of'shQP right'
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3. Neon Signal Devices, Inc. v Alpha-Claude Neon Corp., 54 F2d 793
(1931, DC Pal.

entitles an, employer to rights in an employee's invention, to
which the employer had made some contribution, such as the
use of equipment: The , ambiguity of this-doctrine and the ,
inability to predict how courts would apply it has led to the use
of written contracts to allocate inventive rights. Where those
rights are allocated by contract, the common .law doctrine is
superseded."

A •shop-right or implied license in the employer to practice
an invention, ordinarily without paying a royalty. therefor,
arises" where an employee, during his hours of employment,
working with his employer's materials, machines and facilities,
conceives and perfects an invention for which. he obtains a
patent. In such Case, the courts hold that the inventor must
accord to his employer a non-exclusive right or license to
practice the invention. As was stated in the case of Neon Signal
Devices, Inc. .v Alpha-Claude Neon CorP.,' "The doctrine of
the shop right is of equitable origin. The principle involved is
that where an inventor or owner of an invention acquiesces in
the use of the invention by another, particularly where he
induces and assists in such use without demand for compensa
tionor other notice of restriction of the right to continue, he
will be deemed to have vested the user with an irrevocable,
equitable license to use the invention. This situation ,between
the inventor and employer might, of course, arise by mutual
agreement, butgenerally the situation arises where the inventor
induces hisemployertoproceed and not only fails to object to
the use,but stands by or assists, while permitting his employer
to assume expense and put himself in a position whereit would
be to his detrimentto be compelled to relinquish further use of
the invention."

It is not wholly accurate. to say that a shop right generally
arises where an invention is made in the employer's time, with
the employer's materials and on his premises, but rather that a
shop right exists "where the circumstances are such as to estop
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a patentee from denying the existence of such a Iicense.:" In
other words, it is not the fact alone that thecoI11panY'stime,materialsmachines or •• facilitieswereused 'by.. the.employee.rbur'>
the circumstance •that lifter the invention was made, theinven-.
for assented to or acquiesced in. the use of theinventionby the
employer.• As stated in Gill v United States:' . .' . . .. . . ..

The principle is really an application or outgrowth of the law of
estoppel inpais.iby which a Person looking on and assenting to
that which he has power to prevent, is held to be precluded ever
aftenvards from maintaining an action for. damages., ..•• The
same principle is applied to an inventor who makes his discovery
public, looks on. and permits others to use it.without objection or
assertion of a claim for a royalty. In such case he is held to
abandon his inchoate right to the exclusive use of his invention,
to which a .patent would have. entitled him, had. it been applied
for before such use.

The principles stated in Gill were again discussed in Kurt. H.
Volk, Inc. v Foundation for Christian Living,' wherein District
Judge Tenney stated:

The premises that give rise to an implied license are, in reality,'
a specific application of the general doctrine of equitable es
topped..

As a species of the general principal of estoppel, the doctrine
of 'shop right' has evolved in patent cases. It usually arises when
an inventor causes an~mployertoproceed to use an invention, .
and. not only fails to object to the use but stands by while
permitti~g his employer to assume expenses and puts himselfina
position where it would be to the employer's detriment to
relinquish further use of the invention. [citations omitted] How
ever, a shop right. is not restricted alone to .the case of an
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4. Edison Electric Light Co. v
Peninsular Light,Power scHeat'Co.,
101 F 831 (1900, CA6 Mich). Note
also, Keller v Clark Equipment Co.,
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reduces to practice-an invention on
his employer's. time, ", using "his .em
ployer's tools andthesetvices of
other'employees, the employer, is the
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recipient'of an .implied.mon-exclusive
royalty free license, or 'shop
right'.").

5. Gill v United States, 160 US
426, 40 LEd 480, 16 S Ct 322
(1896).

6. Kurt H. Volk, Inc. v Founda
tion for Christian Living,' 534 F Supp
1059, 213 USPQ 756 (1982, SD NY).
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plcyees, exceptfhatemployees of the
Patent : and Trademark Office are
prohibited from obtaining patents
during their employment [USC, Title
35, § 4], and except further that title
to inventions .mede by employee'S -of
the TennesseeYalley Authority-[by
statute, USC, Title 16, § 831d(i)] vest
in -the Authority,
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8. United States v Dubilier 'Coop
denser Corp., 289 US 178, 77 L Ed
1114,53 S Ct 554, 85ALR 1488, 17
USPQ 154 (1933).

9. The 'same _-principles generally
apply to private -and" government, em-

employer, as the doctrine is only a phase of the broad doctrine of
estoppel. In Hillgren, [82 FSupp 546 at 555, 81. USPQ 178 at 185
(SD Cal, 1949)] the court found .that the doctrineofshop right
arises through permissive use of the invention and is broad
enoughto include a case ofthepermissive use bya person other
than an employer. Id at 555.. 'This permissive-use conceptis al.'::so;:..,._"......
the linchpin ofthe doctrine of licenseestoppeJ.7

It would appear that a mere shop right, and not actual title
to the. invention, may. result to the employer even. in a case
where there is an express contract of employment covering
inventions made in the course of the employment. Such a
situation. arose in the case of United States v Dubiliet Conden-
ser Corp.' This case involved two government employees,9 who
were employed in the radio section of the Electric Division of
the Bureau of Standards. The subject of "Airplane Radio" was
assigned to the group of which Dunmore, one of the inventors
in question, was chief, and Lowell, the other inventor, a
member. The subject of "Radio Receiving Sets" was assigned to
another group of which neither Lowell nor Dunmore was a
member. Both Dunmore and. Lowell were considering the
problem. of applying alternating current to broadcast receiving
sets. This problem, the court stated, was not. intimately con-
nected with their work in the laboratory, but was entirely
independent thereof and voluntarily assumed. While performing
their regular tasks, they experimented at the laboratory in.
devising apparatus for operating a radio receiving selby alter
nating current with the hum incident thereto eliminated; Before
the completion of this invention, no instructions were received
from and no.conversations relative thereto were .. held by these
employees with the head of the radio section, or with any



202, J1 L Ed 102 (1843). In accord
see, _Wommack_ v:_ Durham .Pecan
Co" 715F2d 962, 219USPQ 1153
(1983, CA5 Tex) ("A shop-right has
often been found where the .employee
merely makes use of his employer's
property or labor to develop his pro
cess. Such conduct can provide suffi
cient evidence-of "consent.");
Mechmetals Corp. v Telex Computer
Products; Inc., supra.
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10. MechmetalsCorp, v Telex ,
Computer Products, Inc., 709 .F2d
1287, 219 USPQ 20, 23 (1983, CA9
Cal) ("A shop right also has some
attributes similar to those of equita
ble estoppel. In particular.iaishop
right is most commonly found where
the employee-inventor has induced
the use of his invention by his em-

o player or'has-acquiesced in such use
over aperiod of time.").

11. McClurg v Kingsland, 42 US
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superior. Various other inventions were made-by the two, and
the court stated that they were permitted by their chief,after

the discoveries had been brought to hisattenti?n~t?!llirsue (..•••.....
their work.inthe orato the devices embody' .
ing their· ioIIs':""M ne a vised t em prior 0 e mg
a - ionsfor patents that they would be expected to assign
the patents to the United States or to<granUheGovernment ,.
exclusive rights thereunder. Under t . .... •...... •. urt
held t or Implying a contract-to assignithe
inventions to the United States,or a trust in its Javor, save as
to a shop right, it being concededthatthegovernmentmight<
practice theinventionsvvithout payment of aroyalty.

The Supreme Court developed the concept of shoprightasa
form of equitable compensation for situations where the. em
ployer has financed an employee's .invention :by providing
wages, materials, tools, and a workplace."

The shop-right doctrine originated in American law in 1843
in the case of McClurg v Kingsland, II involved an employee,
one Harley, who was employed. by defendants attheir foundry
at a weekly wage. While so employed, he invented an improve
ment in the mode of casting metallic cylinders and cones which
had long been desired by manufacturers. Harley's experiments
were made indefendants'<foundry.vattheir expens~, while he

receiving his wages, which were increased because of his
successful discovery. He continued in their employment for
some time, using his invention in. his work .• He eventually



A further example of a situation where courts may imply a
shop right rather than an agreement to assign an invention is
found in the case of Hildreth v Duff, "which was a suit to
compel the'assignment of a patent. One Thibodeau, a skilled
mechanic, was employed by one Hildreth, a candy manufac
turer who was desirous of having perfected and manufactured a
certain machine for use in the manufacture of candy. The
contract of employment stated that Thibodeau would give
Hildreth "my. best services, and also the full benefit and
enjoyment ofany and all inventions and improvements which I
have made or may hereafter make relating to machines or
devices pertaining to said Hildreth's business.". Since .the court
found in the contract no stipulation binding Thibodeau to
assign. his inventions to the plaintiff, it was held that the
agreement conferred on Hildreth only a shop-right. or mere
license to use the invention.

applied for a patent about the time he left the employment, and
assigned the patent to plaintiffs. While Harley had worked for
defendants, he. pro~osed that they take 9utapatent and

. purchase his rights, whichtheydeclinedto do. .Buthe asked
for no compensation for the use of his invention, nor did he
give any notice that it was not to be used until he was severing

. his relations with defendants. This suit was brought by plain
tiffs because .thedefendants cOJ.1tinued to use HarleY'siIIlProve
ment after he left their employ. It was held .that under the
circumstances,/defendants had an implied license to use the
invention, The. court stated the general rule:

[tjhat if an .inventor makes his discovery public,Jookson,and
permits others freely to use it without objection or assertion of
claim to the invention, of which the public might take notice, his
abandons the inchoate right to the exclusive use of the invention,
to which a patent would have entitled him, had it been applied
for before such use."
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Wilson v American Circular Loom Co.,'· involved an action.
on contract to recover compensation for. the use of certain
patented machines.. Plaintiff had been superintendent of defen:
dant's factory and while so employedinvented an improvement
in tubing machines, for which he secured a. patent; he was also
the owner of a patent relating to circular looms, During his
employment, there were installed in defendant's factory 25. of'.
these tubing machines and 2 of •the circular looms. One or
plaintiff's.dutiesduring his employment was the improvement/
of defendant's machines. He undertook. to. improve ace.rtain
machine, and completed such an improved machine, which was
satisfactory. All the costs. of. his experiments were paid by
defendant, as was the cost of obtaining a patent. The 25 tubing
machines were constructed under plaintiff's direction,. but at
defendant's expense. The improved machines increased. defen:
dant's business; plaintiff's salary was increased from $1800 to
$5000 a year; he was also elected a director of the company for
a certain period. In addition to his salary, plaintiff had an
interest in the profits of the business, since he was part owner
of another patent, profits under which came into the business;
and further he was a stockholder. Under the circumstances, the
court held defendant had at least a shop right or implied
license to use the machines in question without paying any
compensationtherefor,since there was no evidence of an
express agreement to pay for such use and insufficient evidence
to warrant the finding of an implied agreement to pay .forthe
use.

Barton v NevadaConsol. Copper Co.,15 wasva suit for
infringement brought by an employee after first unsuccessfully
negotiating with his employer to allow him compensation for
use of a process perfected by him during his employment. The
defendant had installed in its concentrating and smelting plant

. LIPSCOMB'S WALKER ON PATENTS§ 19:46

14. Wilson v American Circular
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rials ·and equipment -is not sufficient
to establish ashop-right.").
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an electric furnace for the purpose of making abrasive resistant
steel-grinding balls, •and liners for its mills for grinding ore.
Prior to that time these balls and liners had been made in its
furnace knownas.a "cupola'tandresults-had beenunsatisfac
tory. After installation of the electric furnace, defendant's
general manager WaS anxious to develop a method of operation
which would produce. the desired ball mill metal as economi
cally andas satisfactorily as .possible..PlaiIltjff .\Vas. ~mployed\>y
defendant as a steel metallurgist in the research department for
the expresspurposeof operating furnace and
developing a method of steel
and liners for defendant's mills.
co ceived prior to his
upon which plaintiff ater received a patent was perfected
duri'tig the course of his em 10,Xmenumd solc;ly-m-,tpeexl'ense
of t e eant. Plaintiff used this process in the performance
ofhis duties for defendant from the time it was perfected until
after he applied for a patent. After making application for the
patent, plaintiff took up with defendant the matter of receiving
compensation. for the use of the process, and no agreement
having been reached, brought suit. The court held that since
the plaintiff was employed for the express purpose of operating
the new electric furnace. and working out a. method pf making
abrasive resistant metal, for which work he was paid, he could
not now deprive defendant of the fruitsofhislabor by setting
up his patent later obtained on this process.

Where the evidence clearly shows not •only that the employer
has no title to the invention, but that. the claim of a shop right
is non-existent, the employer will not be entitled to any rights.

The rule concerning shop-right does not require a "reduction
to practice" as that term has no place in the question of the
application of the shop-right doctrine."

16. Dewey y American Stair Glide
Corp., 557SW2d 634, 200 USPQ
632 (1977, Mo App) ("The use of



In Kny-ScheererCorp. v American Sterilizer Co.,". the court
found that . the plaintiff had not even been a general employee
of the defendant, but had been employed merely to sell its
products in a certain territory and that during t~eperiodof
such-employment he was employed by three .other concerns.
The evidence showed that he also had never consented to the.:
use of his invention by defendant. The most .that.couldbesaid,
held the court, was.that he had offered to sell his invention, but
such offer ofsale could notbe construed as a Iice.llsetopracti..ce.: .
the invention. ..' .•. ..•. . • ••..• .•. .

In Beecroft & Blackman, Inc.,« Rooney," the-plaintiff gave
direct notice-to defendants that they were not to have a shop
right. The court held that thetime of defendants t() protest, if .
they had any ground therefor, was at the time they received
their notice. Their inaction and their failure to prove they had
made any substantial investment on account of the invention,
was held to defeat their shop right.

In. Massie v Fruit Growers' Express CO.,19 the inventor, while
employed by defendant, disclosed. to the latter an invention
which he had madein floor racks. His employment was that of
a mill carpenter. He did not, however, use the property of his
employer either to develop his invention or to put it into
practical form, nor. did he assent. to the use of the invention by
his employer. When he made application for his patent, he
notified the company and. made an offer to sell it, but the
company refused to buy. The company then prepared an
assignment of a shop right to it.ibut the. inventor refused to
sign. He was told he would have a certain time to think it over,
and construing this as a discharge, he left the company, but
was called back and reengaged.Under the circumstances, the
court held no shop righthad arisen in the company.
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20. Heywood,Wakefield .CQ.. v S111a11, 87 F2d 716 (1937, CAl Mass).

Heywood- Wakefield Co. vSmell;": involved an infringement
suit of'.a patent for a base for reversible car seats for use in
trolley cars and railroad coaches. Plaintiff had been employed
an. draftsman bydefendantin its factory, where it manufac
tured, inter alia, car seats; later he was promoted and made a
"checker". While so employed, he invented the car seat in suit,
for which he rec.eived a patent. There was a conflict of'testi
mony as to what plaintiff's duties aschecker involved; plaintiff's
contention was that his job was to see that goods were made
according to orders. The District Court, which was sustained
by the CourtofAp!'eals, found that "originating new develop
ments was not part ofplaintiff's duties," and the defendant was
not entitled to an assignment of the patent. The court further
found that the defendant was not even entitled to a shop. right.
The facts showed that plaintiff conceived-the invention and
made a miniaturewooden.modelof.it at home, out of business
hours. The model was crude, but embodied the principle on
which the base worked. He showed the model to his immediate
superiors in the factory and also to persons higher in authority.
By their orders, working drawings and patterns were made, lind
a full-sized seat constructed at.the expense of.the defendant. A
number of different workmen were employed on this work, to
some extent under plaintiff's direction, but it did not appear
that he was relieved of his duties as checker in order to
supervise the work. During this time, plaintiff was requested by
his superiors to ·offer his. invention to the defendant as a
"suggestion",but he refused until he knew "what he was going
to get for it." Subsequently, defendant had a patent application
prepared in plaintiff's name, together with an assignment to it,
but plaintiff refused to execute the papers. There was further
dispute in the testimony as to whether, at a conference at the
office of defendant's attorney, plaintiff, after having had the
nature of a shop right explained to him, conceded that defen
dant had such a. right. Nevertheless, the court of appeals,
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1. Barber v National Carbon Co., 129 F 370 (1904, CA6 Ohio).
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taking all the facts into consideration,' concluded plaintiff had
conferred no shop right upon defendant. The, court differenti
ated previous cases' in which a shop right had been granted,
stating that in those cases the inventor had either made the
invention on his employer's time, at the latter's expense, and as ,~

part of his duties, or he had stood by fora long period and
permitted his employer to use the invention without protest
before making claim for compensation. , ' • . "

The foregoing caseis again illustrative of the extent towhich
some courts will go in refusing to deprive an inventor of the
full benefit ofhis invention, even to denying a shop right to the ~ - '
employer ina situation where one might well have been
implied. It makes clearer the necessity for a very definite
understanding with respect to the nature of an . employee's,
duties and his employer's rights in and to any invention made
by the employee during the period of his employment.

The question often arises, where a shop right or implied
license exists in favor of the employer, as to the extent of the
right acquired, i.e., whether the license is terminated with the
termination of the employment or whether it is perpetual in
nature. In general, the law implies a license to the employer to
continue his enjoyment of the invention even after the relations
between himself and the inventor have been dissolved. The
duration of his license in, each case depends upon the nature of '
the invention. If it is an art" he may practice it indefinitely. If it
is an article, he may' use it until it is worn out and repair it as
long as its identity can be retained. Ordinarily such a license ist',.
not transferable, although there are exceptions which will be
hereinafter discussed.

As illustrative of the extent of the right conferred, several
cases will now be discussed. Barber v National Carbon Co.,)
involved a suit for infringement brought by a mechanical
engineer, who had been employed by the defendant as such to
devote his time and service to the cheapening of the process
used by the company in 'making carbons. Nothing was said
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2. H. F. Walliser & Co. v F. W. Maurer & Sons ce., 17F2d 122, 124
(1927, DC Pal.

In H. p. Walliser & -Co.. vF. W. Maurer & Sons Co.,20ne
Arnold had been employed as a general machinist by defendant
and under an agreement in writing wasta build and design
anything pertaining to the business of defendant and surrender
all claims or rights in the same to defendant. Thereafter, the
agreement was renewed, providing for the same character of

§ 19:46TITLE

about inventions, the precise terms of employment being some
what indefinite. In the course of his employment, plaintiff had
invented a process .and an apparatus for electroplating, and
secured patents-thereon. During his employment, six of the
patented machines were constructed under his personal supervi
sion for the company, and without any announcement of any
purpose to claim a royalty for their use. The evidence showed
that the machine was of costly character, occupying a great
deal of space. To properly install these machines, special
designs for buildings were prepared under plaintiff's direction,
and machines were either built or started according to his plans
before he was' discharged. In one factory, there was space
especially designed for another machine, and after plaintiff's
discharge a seventh machine was. built for the space thus
prepared. The court held:

In view of the fact that buildings specially designed for the use of
Barber's process and apparatus were constructed nnder his
direction, we think the presumption is that he intended to grant
to the.Carbon Company the right to use his process in: connec
tion with the machines, for which space in the several factories
had been specially arranged with his knowledge and under his
direction, The right of use presumed is the right to use such
number of machines as had been prepared for, and that the right
is not limited to the life of a particular machine but wiIl include
replacements so long as the Carbon Company continues in the
manufacture of carbons. The scope of the license therefore
includes the seventh machine, constructed after Barber was
discharged, to occupy the place prepared for it under Barber's
direction.



3. Wilson v J. G. Wilson Corp., 241 F 494 (1917, DC Va).
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service, but nothing was said about the surrender of all claims
or rights. Arnold developed a machine while employed and
several machines were completed before he left. .He filed his
patent application after leaving and assigned the same to
plaintiff. Several additional machines were built by the defen
dant after he left their employ. It was held that the implied
license in the defendant extended as well to machines con
structedafter Arnold left the employer as to those constructed
before. The court stated:

It would be unreasonable to say that the defendant cannot use all
that it acquired through its employment of Arnold to design
anything advantageous or pertaining to its business, and that the
advantage derived therefrom was to cease, as far as the use of the
design is concerned, at the termination of his employment by
them, and that the use and advantage of his work in designing
the machines is restricted to those actually built by him during
his employment. The law gives it more than that. It gives it the
right to a continuing use of the result of his work in designing
the machine. What use is the design of the machine, unless, in
carrying. on its business, the defendant may construct, .as its
'business necessities require, 'additional machines in accordance
with that design?

It is sometimes said that the shop right is a personal one,
and ends with the particular employer in whose favor it arose.
This is not always the case, but the extent of the shop right will
depend upon particular facts. For example, in Wilson v 1. G.
Wilson Cotp.," a new corporation was formed to acquire the
entire assets •and stock of the former corporation and the
plaintiff continued in the employ of the new company for some
six months. Thereafter, the plaintiff asserted a claim against the
new corporation for royalties on patents obtained by him and it
was held that the earlier corporation, having become entitled to
an indefeasible license to use the patents in question, the
successor corporation was likewise entitled to such a license. In
itsopinion the Court said:

The suggestion that the right in and license to use said letters
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patent is a personal one, existing in favor of the James G, Wilson
Manufacturing Company, and does not, in the absence of an
express contract, pass to the defendant company, is not wen
taken, and cannot be maintained, for the reason that the defen
dant company is but a continuation of'its predecessor company,
and the complainant in. good faith and fair dealing is as com
pletely estopped from claiming the right here set up against one
as the other.

In Neon Signal Devices,Inc. V Alpha-Claude Neon Corp.,'a
dispute was involved as to the extent of a shop right. The court
stated that, while in general, a shop right is a personal right
and does not pass by mere assignment, nevertheless it does pass
where there is a complete succession to the entire business and
good will of the previous licensee.

However, the courts have consistently held that "shop-
rights" do pass in a statutory merger.'

The rule that prevents an employee-inventor from claiming
infringement against a successor to the entire business and good
will of his employer is but one feature.of the broad doctrine of
estoppel which underlies the shop-right cases.'

New Jersey Zinc Co. v Singmsster,' involved the case of one
employed as superintendent of a plant, in which the following
general instructions as to patents were issued:- "Ownership.
All patentable ideas and devices originating with, or developed
by, an employee of the Company, shall belong to the Company,
and shall be formally assigned to the Company by the paten
tee." One of the patents involved in this case was not applied

TITLE §19:46

major ditferencebetween the non-as
signable features of a shop-right and
the license involved herein is that the
license involved in this case· contains
an .express rather than an implied
restriction on transferability.").

6. PPG Industries, Inc. v Guard
ian Industries Corp., supra.

7. New Jersey Zinc Co. v Singmas
ter, 71 F2d 277 (1934, CA2 NY).
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for until after Singmaster left the plaintiff's employ. The Court
found, however, that he had conceived the invention ten
months before he left the employ and that under his contract
the patent belonged to the Zinc Company. Later patents,
covering improvements upon the basic patent, were found to
have been .• conceived and reduced to practice by Singmaster
after he left the Zinc Company's employ. Since, as to these
inventions, the evidence did not show that they had been made
or discovered while .Singmaster was employed by the Zinc
Company, the company was held not entitled to those patents.

In Popp v Newport News Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Co.,'
the employee had signed a written agreement wherein he
recited that he had invented a new and useful improvement in
draft tubes for which he was about to make application for a
patent and conveyed to the company "my entire right, title,
and interest in and to said invention, as fully set forth and
described in the application executed by me on the 5th day of
September, 1923, and in and to any letters patent that may be
granted in pursuance of said application or any division
thereof." Thereafter, he applied for a Canadian patent and the
company sued to obtain an assignment of the Canadian patent.
The court held that the contract in question covered the
assignment of the inventionin its entirety as well as the United
States application, so that the company was entitled also to the
Canadian patent.

Other situations involving the extent of the right conveyed
are found in Withington-Cooley Mfg. Co. v Kinney,'

Tin Decorating Co. v Metal Package Corp.," and Boston v
Allen."

While it is settled that whoever first perfects an invention is
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.11. Boston v Allen, 91 F 248
(1898, CAl Mass).

Package Corp., 29 F2d 1006 (1928,
DC NY), atfd (CA2 NY) 37 F2d 5,
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50 S Ct 410.
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the real inventor, although others may have previously had the
idea and made some experiments towards putting it into
practice, no one is entitled to a patent for that which he did
not invent, unless he can show a legal title to the same from
the inventor or by operation of law. Difficulty arises where
person has discovered an improved principle in a machine,
manufacture, art or composition of matter, and employs other
persons to assist him in carrying out that principle, and they, in
the course of experiments arising from that employment, make
valuable discoveries ancillary to the plan and preconceived
design of the employer. The courts hold that such suggested
improvements are in general to be regarded as the property of
the party who discovered the original improved principle, and
may be embodied in the patent as a part of his invention. As
was said in the leading case of Agawam Co. v Jordan: 12

Suggestions from another, made during the progress of such
experiments, in order that they may be sufficient to defeat a
patent subsequently issued, must have embraced the plan of the
improvement, and must have furnished such information to the
person to whom the communication was made that it would have
enabled an ordinary mechanic, without the exercise of any
ingeuuity and special skill on his part, to constrnct and put the
improvement in successful operation. Persons employed, as much
as employers, are entitled to their own. independent inventions,
but where the employer has conceived the plan of an invention
and is engaged in experiments to perfect it, no suggestions from
an employee, not amounting to a new method or arrangement,
which, in itself is a complete invention, is sufficient to deprive the
employer of the exclusive property in the perfected improvement.
But where the suggestions go to make up a complete and perfect
machine, embracing the substance of all that is embodied in the
patent subsequently issued to the party to whom the suggestions
were made, the patent is invalid, because the 'real invention or
discovery belonged to another."

In the Agawam case, the inventor had for many years been
conducting experiments directed to perfecting machinery for
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12. Agawam Co. v Jordan, 74 US
583, 19 L Ed 177 (1869).

13. 74 US at 603.
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the manufacture of wool. He was engaged in the manufacture
of wool and in the machine business and had commenced
working on machinery in his early youth. One Winslow came
into the inventor's employ while the experiments were in
progress; he was a blacksmith by trade, but his job with the
inventor was to make himself generally useful. The inventor
asked. Winslow for suggestions, which were made, some
which were rejected, a few being adopted by the inventor. The
invention as claimed was for a combination. of old elements.
The court found that Winslow's suggestion, although valuable,
was not the whole combination nor such a material partof the
same that it conferred any right upon the party who made the
suggestion to claim to be the inventor, or even a joint inventor.

It may sometimes happen that although one conceives an
idea, the accomplishment of the desired end is left entirely to
another. Such a situation was involved in Pardy v J. D. Hooker
CO.,14 where Hooker was engaged in manufacturing pipe and
conceived the idea of making a machine to rivet such pipe,
instead of doing the work by hand. Pardy was a mechanic
employed to get up such a machine for Hooker, but on the
evidence the court found that Pardy had really made the
invention. Similar situations were involved in Meier & Swift v
Sulliven,": and in Pembroke v Sulzer.16

In Minerals Separation, Ltd. v Hyde,17 three :individuals
conceived the idea that a minute quantity of oil might be used
to effect the separation of the metalliferous materials from the
gangue of ore, and employed another to tryout the process.
Reports were made from time to time to the employers, but
they planned and directed the investigations from day today,
conducting them in large part themselves. Under the circum
stances, the court held that where an invention is the result of
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Hyde, 242 US 261, 262, 61 L Ed
286, 37 S Ct 82 (1916).
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experimentation on the part of an employee, but such experi
mentation is under the instruction. and supervision of the
employer, title is in the employer and not in the employee who
happened to make the analyses and observations. The court in
this case cited with approval the decision in Agawam Co. v
Jordan."

The foregoing rule does not apply where the invention can be
said to be joint rather than the result of ancillary suggestions
made by one to the real inventor. Thus, in Larson v Crowth
er," two individuals disputed title to an .invention involving a
process for destroying bacteria by subjecting the same to gas.
The evidence showed that both were employees of a university
and that neither was the employee of the other. One had no
knowledge of what the bacteriological results of his claimed
process might be, and the other had little knowledge as to the
necessary mechanical contrivances to make the process effec
tive. Under the circumstances, the court found that both had
contributed jointly to the development of the joint idea.

The situation was summarized in the case of Robinson v
McCormick, 20 which involved a case where the mechanic
discarded the suggestion of his superior and evolved a simpler
and less expensive attachment. In awarding priority of inven
tion to the mechanic, the court said:

Inventors are often compelled to have their conceptions embod
ied in construction by skilled mechanics or manufacturers, whose
practical knowledge often enables them to suggest and make
valuable improvements in simplifying and perfecting machines or
devices. These are things they are employed and paid to do. The
inventor is entitled to protection from their efforts to claim his
invention. At the same time, an employee is to be protected from
the rapacity of his employer also; and if in doing the work
assigned to him, he goes farther than mechanical skill enables
him to do, and makes an actual invention, he is equally entitled
to the benefit of his invention. Necessarily the relations between
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A similar situation was involved in Ladoff v Dempster.'
where a chemist hired to assist another, discarded the latter's
plan and carried out his own ideas.

them generally impose upon him the burden of showing that lie
has made an invention in fact. To claim the benefit of the
employee's skill and achievement it is not sufficient that the
employer had in mind a desired result, and employed one to
devise means for its accomplishment. He must show that he had
an idea of the means to accomplish the particular result, which
he communicated to the employee; in such detail as to enable the
latter to embody the same in some practical form.'

6..Rawlinson .v Oregon Textile
Machines, Inc., 164 Or 38, 99P2d
999, 44 USPQ 704 (1940).

7. Oscar· Barnett Foundry Co. v
Iron Works Co., 81 NJ Eq412,87 A
160 (1912); Sylvester v Simplex Engi
neering Co., 326 Pa 235, 192 A 125,
33 USPQ 552 (1937).

5. Perry v Cain, 81 NYS2d 307
(1948, Sup).
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§ 19:47 Remedies to Protect Patent Rights

The assignee of patent rights may obtain equitable relief
against acts of the assignor in derogation of the rights which he
has assigned,' and the assignor may obtain equitable relief to
protect his rights where the remedy at law is inadequate.' In
some jurisdictions the owner of a patent or an interest therein
may maintain a suit in equity to establish ownership' or to
quiet title thereto.' The assignor of patent rights may maintain
suit in equity for an accounting against an assignee.'

Partition of a patent right, held by tenancy in common, may
of course be made by the common consent and mutual action
of all the owners of that. right; but no such partition can be
made against the will of either owner..,Jlut equity has jurisdic
tion to remove a cloud from a title to 'a patent, where tliat

"" -00-

J. 128 OG at 3291.

2. Ladoff v Dempster. 36 App DC
520 (1911).

3. New Era Electric Range Co. v
Serrell, 252 NY 107, 169 Ne 105
(1929); Jefferson Chemical en. v Mo
bay Chemical Co., 253 A2d 512, 162
USPQ 444(1969, Del Ch).

4. Toner v Sobelman, 86 F Supp
369,81 USPQ 304 (1949, DC Pal.
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cloud consists in an express or an implied assertion of adverse
ownership or encumbrance.'

Injunction will lie to protect patent rights under an assign
ment or other transfer.' The court may grant a preliminary
injunction to give such relief as the equities of the situation
demand, but a preliminary injunction will not be decreed where
it would cause irreparable damage to the defendant. IO In any
case, an injunction will not lie in the absence of grounds for
equitable relief." An assignee who proceeds to manufacture and
sell the patented invention with knowledge that the inventor
had contracted for the exclusive rights under the patent with
another may be enjoined at the instance of the parties to the
prior contract."

Either party to the assignment of a patent may recover
damages for a breach of a condition or covenant,I' and in an
action to recover such damages the general rules apply as to
pleading," evidence," and damages.I' In an action for damages
for wrongful appropriation of invention, the measure of dam
ages is the value of the invention," and the price fixed by the
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parties in the agreement is not to be taken as evidence of the
actual value."

An assignment or contract for the sale of a patent or interest
therein may be rescinded or cancelled in equity where recog
nized equitable grounds therefor exist." A party to an assign.
ment may maintain a suit to rescind or cancel the transfer on
the other party's breach of a covenant or condition," especially
where the instrument of transfer contains a positive provision
for rescission or cancellation on breach of a covenant or
condition.' The remedy has been held available for breach of
implied, as well as express, covenants and conditions, such as
where assignee breaches an implied covenant to render the
subject matter of the assignment productive.' The party seeking
to rescind or cancel must return any consideration received,
he must put the other party in the condition he would have
been in had no assignment been made.'

Fraud constitutes ground for rescission or cancellation of an
assignment or contract for the sale of a patent or interest
therein.' In order to rescind on the ground of fraudulent and
false representation, such representation must have been of
material facts, constituting an inducement to the contract,
whereon the other party had a right to rely, and did rely, and
was thereby misled to his injury.' In order to constitute a
ground of relief, the representation must be of facts then
existing or preexisting, as distinguished from an .opinion, a
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promise, or an assumed future fact and these facts must be of a
concrete character, as distinguished from a truth or principle.'
Mere promises or predictions are not sufficient.' Misrepresenta
tions amounting to mere trade talk are insufficient.' Arepresen.
tation by the seller of a patent that it is valid and does not
interfere with prior patents is considered a mere matter of
opinion and not a statement of fact,' but a different situation is
presented where there was a prior patent covering the identical
invention and the seller knew it!' A false assertion of value
when no warranty is intended and a statement that the patent
is new and useful, if untrue, are statements of opinion." It has
been held that the mere failure of assignee to perform a
promise, not amounting to a condition forming the whole or
part of the consideration inducing the assignment, does not give
rise to a right of rescission," but a gross misrepresentation of
the capacity of a machine and the success in selling it and
operating it, of which the purchaser was ignorant, has been
held sufficient for rescission of a contract induced thereby."

Courts have no power to set aside, on the ground of inade
quacy of consideration, an assignment that was fairly made." A
patentee may by his acquiescence estop himself to claim cancel
lation of an assignment."

A court of equity can compel an insolvent debtor or appoint
a trustee, to execute an assignment of his patent rights." Where
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§ 19:47 LIPSCOMB'S WALKER ON PATENTS

the patent, upon plaintiff's own showing, conferred no title or
right upon the defendant, a court of equity will not order him
to assign to plaintiff."

§ 19:48 Forms
The following forms are provided for the reader's conve-

nience:

Assignment of Entire Interest in U. S. Letters Patent
Assignment of Undivided Interest in U. S. Letters Patent
Assignment of Territorial Interest in U. S. Letters Patent
Universal Assignment of Letters Patent, With Warranties
Universal Assignment of Letters Patent, Without Warranties
Assignment of Application

ASSIGNMENT OF THE ENTIRE INTEREST IN

U. S. LETTERS PATENT

Whereas, I , of the City of , County of
_ ~__, and State of , did obtain Letters Patent of
the United States for an improvement in , which
Letters Patent are numbered , and bear the __ day
of , 19_; and whereas I am now the sole owner of
said patent; and

Whereas, ~ of , County of , and
State of , is desirous of acquiring the entire interest in
the same:

Now, therefore, in consideration of the sum of One Thou
sand ($1,000.00) Dollars, the receipt of which is hereby ac
knowledged, I, , by these presents do sell, assign, and
transfer unto the said t., , the whole right, title, and
interest in and to the said Letters Patent therefor aforesaid; the
same to be held and enjoyed by the said , for his own
use and behoof, and for his legal representatives, to the full end
of the term for which said Letters Patent are granted, as fully
and entirely as the same would have been held by me had this
assignment and sale not been made.

17. Kennedy v Hazelton. 128 US 667, 32 L Ed 576, 9 S Ct 202 (1888).
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